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: RoboVISION application structure. The latest studies carried out on graphical user interfaces [7] have shown that interaction options layout in an interactive and accessible menu eases significantly the users' cognitive effort.
Implementation -Features. To extract a frame / image from a video sequence DirectShow technology provided by Microsoft within DirectX module was used, created especially for developing multimedia and 3D applications. DirectShow is framework software (known as API -Application Programming Interface) able to provide support aimed at multimedia applications.
RoboVISION application multimedia functionality is based on four interrelated components, embedded in a filter. All four components of the filter are COM-based objects. This filter will allow communication with any video device that has driver for Windows. In addition, under this component, the capture is set at a fixed resolution of 640x460 pixels. The second component is very important, being responsible to extract images captured from the video device. Its name, Sample Grabber, is very suggestive; it is responsible for taking video frames from the video device and sending them on for analysis. The next step, object shape recognition is extremely important in determining the gripper pre-configuration to generate the 3D model. In addition, having a standard description of virtual scene, interoperability between applications that have an Open Inventor files interpreter implemented can be achieved. Open Inventor standard enables primitives to be described through a class called Shapes. Thus, when the object was recognized and measured, by the results, the CPrimitiveWriter class developed in the application will create an Open Inventor file where it will add the Shape section and it will save this file to disk. Then the virtual simulation module will load the object saved by RoboVISION to the virtual scene and will use it for various tests and simulations.
Using Robovision Software -Performance Testing And Assessment
How to work with RoboVISION Application. To work with RoboVISION application the following steps are necessary: Open communication with the video device( Fig. 3,a) ; Select the work area of the screen that plays the video sequence, captured by the video device, holding down the left button of the mouse, the selection being marked by a red rectangle ( Fig. 3,b ); Set the appropriate intensity and contrast using two dedicated sliders (Fig. 3,c) ; Choose the desired effect, being able to choose different combinations of processing, the final effect checked being the object detection ( Fig.  3,d) .
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Advanced Materials Research II If the threshold effect is chosen (image binarization) the user can set the threshold value through a slider ( Fig. 3,e ). You can also opt for a filtering of recognized object through two dedicated sliders that change the minimum dimension (in pixels) of length and width of the rectangular area that contains the object (Fig. 3,f) . When the object was detected in the right side will be written with the primitive recognized together with its size. The application will generate a directory called Detected Primitives where Open Inventor files will be saved.
RoboVISION Software Module Effectiveness Testing and Evaluation. The software system presented in this paper is responsible for the following operations: 1. recognition of the class to which the object belongs (sphere, parallelepiped, cylinder or cone); 2. measuring its size (the size of the object projection onto the surface where it is seated); 3. generating 3D model of the object recognized and measured. Evaluation of an advanced visualization system is a difficult task because the system itself is dependent on a number of external factors, the most important being: light conditions; video device quality; capture size; human factor. The experiment conducted aimed to assessing the recognition percentage of a sphere where the lighting conditions change abruptly. Thus all the frames captured from the video device were numbered and compared with the number of frames where the object was recognized, Table 1 Average contrast 46% average contrast causes large oscillations when strong fluctuations of light occur Brightness change also causes camera auto-focus activation and therefore the tendency is to stabilize the recognition after focusing.
High contrast 97%-for high contrast recognition rate is very high regardless of light conditions. However, if fluctuations are great camera auto-focus is activated which causes loss of information for 1-2 seconds as it takes to focus.
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Analysis of Data and Results: The impact of variable light on the analysis leads to a more difficult object differentiation process from the background. By increasing the contrast is increased default rate of analysis accuracy. Thus, it was observed that best results are obtained when the background and the object to be recognized tend to opposite extremes of RGB colour space as observed in Fig. 4 . 
Summary
RoboVISION is a complex application that consists of several components. Thus a software module specialized in the management of video devices attached to a computer interaction was created to provide access to every frame of the video sequence for nalysis. Another RoboVISION component is represented by software module specialized in objects measurement.The last RoboVISION module application was created to generate the 3D model of the object recognized and measured. RoboVISION application can interact with other software modules too because the result of the video analysis is available in the Open Inventor file generated.
The last RoboVISION module application was created to generate the 3D model of the object recognized and measured.
